
www.glassrecycled.com

Customizable and eco-friendly countertops from Glass Recycled Surfaces and will last for life. 
They are made out of 80% recycled glass and porcelain aggregates and 20% of VOC-free epoxy 
resin. The VOC-free epoxy resin that holds everything together provides the base color for their 
products. What exactly VOC-free epoxy is will I tell in my case study.



Precious plastic | 
www.preciousplastic.com

Less then 10% of our plastic is recycled. A lot of plastic actually can be recycled, but why is so 
little of this reused? The problem is that you have all different types of plastic. Products might 
look the same, but the type can be different. The machines that are used to produce plastic 
products are expensive (price of a house), complex and are used in a most efficient way to keep 
the costs low. By working with recycled plastic you run the risk of damaging these machines, 
which might slow down the production process.

Precious plastic is an organization that shares the blueprints of machines (which you can build 
yourself / DIY) online, so in this way people all over the world can download the blueprints, build 
the machine and start a local plastic recycle center. In these centers local plastic waste is 
collected and transformed into new products. Like for example these products that are made 
by Dave Hakkens, who started this project.



Kathrin Honesta
Ecopal

Ecopal is a brand that make wood-free colour pencils. These pencils come from thousands of 
non bio-degradable products that actually can’t just be thrown away. Each of these pencils have 
their own story which is explained on the pencil itself, like ‘I used to be a drink can’, ‘I was a 
potato chips pack’ or ‘I was once a car tire’. In this way each of the Ecopal’s pencils has a story 
to tell about their past lives. This is a good way to reuse a non bio-degradable product and give 
it a new function. I think when the more of these products exist, the more we help to keep the 
environment clean and support recycling.



Träullit
Dekor Tiles

These tiles are made from an environmentally-friendly recyclable material, made from 
‘wood-wool’ (a product made of wood slivers), cement and water. The cement is used to provide 
strength, moisture resistance and fire protection. Wood-wool makes the tiles sound-absorbent 
and gives the product a heat-insulating, heat-retaining quality. This leads to lower energy costs, 
reduced environmental impact and creates a stable and comfortable indoor climate. 



Cork flooring

Cork products are made from the bark of the cork oak tree. A lot of the cork comes from forests 
in Portugal. Harvesters cut an strip the bark during the early summer (only the dead outer bark 
layers, while leaving the living cambium intact). The cork trees continue to grow unharmed for 
about nine years before the bark gets harvested again (so in this way the three doesn’t get 
harmed and can still live). The cork floorings are made by mixing an sticky glue with waste cork 
(from bottle-stopper production company’s). So this is also a product that has been made out of 
something that actually had no use anymore and now gets a new function.



Gusti and Anne Decis
Tree book tree

‘A book that returns to nature what it took from it’
Titled Mi Papá Estuvo en la Selva (My Father Was In the Jungle)
The picture book is made out of acid-free paper, silk-screened and printed with ecological ink, 
and hand-stitched and bound. Jacaranda seeds are carefully sown into the pages to help it grow. 
In Argentina, bookstores display the picture book planted and germinating in store windows.
The maker of the book wants to inform young readers about the ecological impact of their books, 
and restart the cycle of growth. The paper comes from trees, which can be replanted by the book 
itself. This is teaching children to start considering how the things they use affect the earth.



Dentsu Tokyo for Ichida Garden 
D&AD09 - The best advertising and design in the world

Newspaper to New Paper Project
The Advertising agency Dentsu Tokyo designed a piece of packaging for the street vendor that 
sells farm-grown fruit and vegetables. For this packaging they are reusing old newspapers that 
had been thrown away. A newspaper has two benefits: it’s ability to retain moisture and keep 
vegetables fresh for longer. By simply adding dots an stripes to the old newspaper, they created a 
completely new packaging design that is eco-friendly as well as budget-friendly.



TAPEgear
SHRED sleeves

Barcelona and London based company TAPEgear creates eco-friendly tech cases and sleeves 
for your laptops, tablets, and smartphones. The colorful SHRED sleeves are made out of 100% 
textile waste from used clothing and household fabrics. Not only are you helping the environment 
by not using brand new resources to produce the products, when you’re done with your sleeve, it 
can be recycled.



Enrique Luis Sardi
Cookie coffee cup

Venezuelan designer Enrique Luis Sardi created this cup-shaped cookie for the coffee brand 
Lavazza. In the cup is a lining with a sugar coating which keeps the coffee in the cup. In this way 
you have not only a delicious eatable package (which is awesome), but at the same time it is also 
eco-friendly, because it gives nog waste.



Alcarol 
Bricola Collection

The Bricola collection is based on the poles in Venice which were used as boat moorings. The 
use of timbers poles date back to 1493 and it has remained almost unchanged until now, 
because we are now seeing the introduction of the first plastic poles which are replacing the 
traditional oak logs. The reason for this change is because the timber poles used to be checked if 
they were still stable, because the ship wormes made holes in them. That is why the wood in the 
Bricola collection has such interesting shapes and holes in them. Now that these poles 
where going to be replaced the brand Alcarol saw a change to reuse these poles and make a new 
product out of it. In this way the wood that otherwise would have been useless now gets a new 
function and is been reused.



Case study

Research question: What are the advantages and disadvantages of the use of the combina-
tion of these two materials?

First of all this product is very stustainable in my opinion, because of the wood that has been 
used to make this product. By using a material that actually had no use anymore and would have 
been thrown away, you are actually reusing it and giving it a new function.
I made a diagram to visualize this story:

1. Venice, where the poles come from.
2. The poles where the ships more.
3. The shipwormes eat al kinds of holes in the poles, why they need to be replaced.
4. Of the poles that have no use any more Alcarol now makes furniture out of it and gives it a new 
function.

But to make this product you don’t only need the wood you also need the resin and the 
resin is a part of this product that is not good for the enviorment, which actually makes my pro-
duct less sustainable. That is why I chose this research question, because it actually brings up a 
discussion between a good and bad side of a product and when it contains these two sides if it 
then still remains sustainable?

Because the wood is a bit old and ship wormes ate holes in them, the wood has become a bit 
weaker, so that is why the resin is used in this product to keep the wood stable and firm. Because 
of the holes in the wood, it actually makes a really interessting shape out of it. In my opinion the 
woods becomes more interessting to look at now it has all these holes in it and in combination 
with the resin it becomes a modern designer piece.

But the resin has also a bad side, because this material contains VOS and Netherland actually 
wants to let this country be VOC-free, because VOS includes a amount of rapidly evaporating 
organic solvents, which may cause harm to the environment and serious health problems, such 
as OPS (painter disease) and SBS (sick building syndrome). In Amerika you can use the product 
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Environmental, Social en economical aspact 
of it.
Environmental

This is actually already explained above this 
part. It is about the resin, because this is the 
material that could harm the environment, 
but that problem is solved by using VOS-free 
resin. Further than the resin, this product is 
has a very good environmental aspact, 
because of the wood that has been used. 
Not only is it (ofcourse) good to reuse old 
wood, there also don’t have to be cut any 
threes for it. You are just reusing wood that 
has no use anymore and give it a new 
function. In my opinion it is also more 
interesting to reuse wood, because it is 
(most of the time) a bit older and in this way 
it gets a more interesting shape or 
beautiful unevenness. So it is actually a win 
win situation. 1. The resin is not VOS-free.

2. This is bad for the environment.
3. And bad for your health.
4. In this way it is not sustainable, unless we 
find a solution!

acetone in stead of solvents. Acetone does not affect the ozone layer and is therefore not 
classified as VOCs.

Now there is also a resin that is VOS-free, for example this has been used by the countertops of 
www.glassrecycled.com and if this type of resin would be used with the reused wood form the 
poles in Venice, then there is actually no problem. Because then by making this product it is no 
harm anymore for the environment.
But you also have different types of resin, the one is stronger than the other and a resin that has 
to hold 3 wood beams (table) has to be pretty strong. So, then the question remains, is the resin 
that is VOS-free strong enough to hold the beams? As far as my research is telling me, is that a 
solvent (for example the VOS in the resin) is used to let materials like paint dry faster, because of 
vaporization. So, if the resin now is VOS-free (solvent-free) the only thing that happens is that it 
dries maybe not as fast, but it won’t get any weaker. So in my opinion the only reason why you 
shouldn’t use VOS-free resin is if you are in a big hurry and you have to finish it, but futher than 
that you actually can use it VOS-free and don’t harm the environment of your health with it. So in 
this way the product will still remain sustainable.

Social
Social aspact of it is that everybody likes a story behind a product they buy. It gives a 
product more value and in this way people also have the feeling that they are doing 
something good for the environment, instead of buying a products where half the forest has been 
cut off for to make it.

Economical
I think it has a plus as well, because you are actually making money out of nothing. Something 
should been thrown away and you re-use it and make money out of it. But these product are 
expensive to make. It takes quite a bit of skills and experimenting to make a product like this, 
so it is labor-intensive work. That is why this table is not for everyone to have. I think the brand 
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Because I wanted to know more about this product I started doing more research. I did this by 
trying to re-create a little piece of wood with resin. But the wood had to be sustainable, so you 
can’t just get wood in a store. No, I chose to go to the Amsterdamse bos and look there for some 
rotten wood. Rotten wood is also sustainable, because it has already fall off a three or has been 
cut off, it is just lying there and rotting away. Because it is rotten I saw that it has gotten a kinds of 
different shapes and pieces were falling out of it, I think if you clean it up nicely it would be really 
awesome with clear VOS-free resin to keep it all togheter. Unfortunatly I don’t think that the resin 
that we use in the ceramic workplace is VOS-free, because you still need to wear a mask when 
you use it. Otherwise you will get a gigantic headache, it is just not really good for you.

1. The wood from the poles in 
Venice have been reused.
2. By reusing products and 
using VOS-free resin it is good 
for the environment.
3. In this way there is a story 
behind the product, which 
makes it more interesting.
4. By combining al these 
factors the price of the product 
will rise, because it becomes 
more valuable.

focussed more on the people who stand higher in our society, who can afford these sort of 
products and for other people to admire. Which is ofcourse not a problem, because I am one of 
the people who would admire this sort of products, especially now I do know more about it. The 
only thing that would have been greater if we could know if Alcarol is using VOS-free resin. So, I 
mailed to company to ask more about the products that they wer using, but they didn’t reply, so 
I think we are not sure if the product is at this moment actually sustainable, but at least we do 
know that it is possible.

Amsterdamse bos



Amsterdam Zuid

I also went to Amsterdam Zuid and came across al this wood. Some of them were falling apart 
and also were a bit rotten, but I think this was more ment as an art piece, because they were 
stuck in the ground. I didn’t got the time to do any tests with this wood, because I would have 
liked to experiment with little pieces of wood like the example here down here.

I think there are a lot of things you can make out of these pieces of wood with resin. Normally 
even these little pieces would have been waste, but right now I think this is a really good solution 
to make all kinds of new products out of these two materials.
On the next page you can see the result of my experiment with resin and wood. I actually wanted 
to create a little grey/mat tone in the resin (like the top picture on the next page), so I added a 
grey coloring to the resin. Apparently I used to much coloring, that is why this piece has no 
transparency in it at all and I had to scrub the resin to let it get that mat look. The wood also 
doesn’t completely attach to the resin, I think it is a shame. I don’t know why it didn’t really attach 
to the resin, but that is for a next time to try out. Also the wood is standing a bit higher than the 
resin, but when you scrub it you actually can make it al the same hight.



Amsterdam Zuid



Storyline
This was quite a hard one for me to figure out. I didn’t actually understand what was meant by 
the therm ‘storyline’, so I googled it and what actually came out is that it is the story behind the 
product and with the technology, social responce, sustainability etc. and that actually is already 
discussed in the previous pages. So that is why I am going to tell the conclusion of my research.

Conclusion
I did all kind of research this elective about reusing materials, that is what you can see in the 10 
examples that I explained. All of them arise out of these reused materials and I think that is quite 
interesting subject, that is why I liked to do research about it and experiment with the materials of 
my chosen product. 
People nowadays only are looking for new materials to use for their products and constantly want 
to invent new things, but they are by doing this not considering the possibility of reusing materials 
and actually turing them into a new material. I personally think that that is more interesting than 
finding new materials that may harm the environment, because that is also a subject that I think 
not every designer is aware of. Well maybe they are aware, but they think more like: ‘well, 
someone else will pay attention to the environment and I will keep making these products’. The 
product itself is more important than the effect is has on our surroundings.

Also I think that nowadays you can’t be original anymore, everything has been done (been 
there, done that) and it is a funny idea in a world where everything has been done, too sorth of 
do it again only in a slightly new or different way. I think that that is what you are doing when you 
are reusing materials, the options are infinite what you can do with them. And you are doing it 
for a good purpose as well, because you are helping the environment by not constantly throwing 
things away and letting them be bad for our surroundings, but do something with them.

I think that the case study I did about the Alcarol Bricola collection is sustainable. Now that we 
know that they can use VOS-free resin for their products. Actually every product that the 
Alcarol brand makes is sustainable, because in all their products they use wood, ofcourse not all 
of them from the poles in Venice, because this is limited, but they do reuse wood and make more 
products out of it with resin. Every piece that they make is different and they have so many 
different options what they make with these materials and I think that that is very interesting 
about this brand (+I am a sucker for design).


